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Abstract Liquid xenon particle detectors rely on ex-
cellent light collection efficiency for their performance.
This depends on the high reflectivity of polytetraflu-
oroethylene (PTFE) at the xenon scintillation wave-
length of 178 nm, but the angular dependence of this
reflectivity is unknown. IBEX is designed to directly
measure the angular distribution of xenon scintillation
light reflected off PTFE in liquid xenon. These measure-
ments are fully described by a microphysical reflectivity
model with few free parameters. Dependence on PTFE
type, surface finish, xenon pressure, and wavelength of
incident light is explored. Total internal reflection is ob-
served, which results in the dominance of specular over
diffuse reflection and a reflectivity near 100% for high
angles of incidence.
Keywords PTFE · reflectance · VUV · scintillation ·
liquid xenon · noble liquid detector
1 Introduction
Liquid xenon (LXe) particle detectors are used in a va-
riety of experiments including searches for dark matter
[1,2,3], neutrinoless double beta decay [4], and non-
standard muon decay [5]. These experiments detect en-
ergy deposits in the LXe through its scintillation light,
hence critical detector parameters such as energy thresh-
old and resolution depend strongly on the light collec-
tion efficiency. A high efficiency can be achieved by sur-
rounding the active LXe volume with material that re-
flects well at the scintillation peak of 178 nm [6]. While
typical construction materials such as stainless steel
have poor reflectance in the UV, the polymer polyte-
ae-mail: swkravitz@lbl.gov
bNow at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) is considerably more reflec-
tive.
Studies from LXe particle detectors suggest that the
total reflectance of PTFE at LXe scintillation wave-
lengths is >90% when immersed in LXe [7,8,9]. These
results are based on simulations assuming reflection is
purely diffuse, and exhibit degeneracies with other pa-
rameters such as attenuation length in the LXe. A ded-
icated experiment designed to measure total PTFE re-
flectivity in LXe found values in excess of 95% across
several PTFE types [10]. Though some of these PTFE
surfaces show signs of deviation from purely diffuse re-
flection, the experiment referenced is unable to directly
measure the angular distribution of the reflected light.
More precise detector simulation requires a model
of PTFE reflectivity as a function of both incident and
outgoing angle - the bi-directional reflectance inten-
sity distribution function (BRIDF). BRIDF measure-
ments have been performed in vacuum at Xe scintilla-
tion wavelengths [11], indicating a significant specular
component and much lower total reflectivity than ob-
served in LXe. A model for these measurements, parametrized
by physical quantities such as PTFE refractive index,
albedo, and surface roughness, captures all of the ob-
served features [12]. However, extrapolating this model
to measurements in LXe is not straightforward, and
attempts to do this still underestimate the observed to-
tal reflectivity [13]. The Immersed BRIDF Experiment
in Xenon (IBEX) is designed to directly measure the
angular distribution of Xe scintillation light reflected
off PTFE submerged in LXe. The data presented here,
along with the microphysical model used to explain
them, complement total reflectivity measurements and
allow a complete simulation of light propagation in LXe
detectors employing PTFE reflectors.
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The central components of IBEX are a fixed beam of
light, an optical cell that may be filled with LXe or
pumped to vacuum, a PTFE sample in the path of the
beam and contained in the cell, and a photomultiplier
tube (PMT), as shown in Fig. 1. The beam is incident
on the flat face of the PTFE sample. Measurements of
surface roughness confirm the surface to have no signif-
icant features within the illuminated area. The origin of
the coordinate system is defined to be the illuminated
point on the sample. The angle between the vector nor-
mal to the sample surface and the vector in the reverse
direction of the incident beam is called the incident an-
gle θi and can be varied by rotation of the sample about
an axis in the plane of its flat surface. Upon encounter-
ing the PTFE sample, a portion of the light is reflected.
The PMT is used to measure the amount of reflected
light, and can be rotated about the origin to view the
sample from different angles.
Rays from the illuminated spot into the hemisphere
into which reflection may occur are parametrized by
two angles as follows: project the ray into the plane of
incidence containing the sample normal and the beam
direction. The viewing angle θr is the angle between the
ray’s projection and the sample normal, and φr is the
angle between the ray and its projection. Reflection can
occur into the full hemisphere of angles in which both
θr and φr range between -90◦ and 90◦, but the PMT is
allowed to rotate about the origin only in the plane of
incidence, so reflected light is detected only in the re-
gion where φr is near 0. Measurements presented here
are rates of reflected photons detected by the PMT at
various values of θi and θr, normalized by the solid an-
gle of the PMT aperture as viewed from the origin and
by the incident photon rate on the sample. These mea-
surements are compared to models of BRIDFs, defined
as
%(θi, θr, φr) =
dΦr/dΩr
Φi
(1)
where dΦr is the intensity of the light reflected into
an infinitesimal solid angle dΩr at the viewing posi-
tion (θr, φr), and Φi is the intensity of the incident
light. This is exactly the normalized measured quantity
described above in the idealized limit of infinitesimal
beam width and PMT aperture.
2.1 Apparatus
The setup broadly described above resides in a vacuum
chamber on an optics table (Fig. 2). Inside the vac-
uum chamber, an independently sealed inner volume
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Fig. 1 Schematic of IBEX optical components as seen from
above, not to scale. The fused silica cell can be evacuated or
filled with xenon, with the sample at the center of the cell.
can be separately pumped out or filled with xenon via
feedthroughs at the top of the vacuum chamber con-
necting to gas lines, which in turn connect to a gas
panel. Pumping out the main vacuum chamber allows
for operation of the deuterium lamp light source, trans-
mission of light at vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) wave-
lengths, and thermal insulation of the inner volume.
Typical pressures for the vacuum chamber during op-
eration are in the 10−4 mbar range. The inner vol-
ume, aside from the fused silica cell, is covered with
multi-layer insulation to reduce radiative heating of the
xenon. A cylindrical column spans the center of the vac-
uum chamber and is mounted to a port at the top of
the vacuum chamber. At the top of this port, a rotary-
linear feedthrough connected sample transfer arm en-
ables manual manipulation of the PTFE sample posi-
tions in situ. Samples are held in a sample rack with
four sample spaces arranged in a vertical array. The
sample transfer arm controls the vertical position of
the sample rack to select which sample is at the height
of the incident light, and has a dial at its top which
is rotated to determine the incident angle. The sec-
tion of the column at the height of the incident beam
is a fused silica optical cell, selected for transmission
of VUV light, with the axis of rotation of the sam-
ple rack coinciding with the symmetry axis of the cell.
The PMT is mounted to an electronically controlled
vacuum-compatible rotation stage which sets the view-
ing angle θr and is fixed to an optical breadboard at
the floor of the vacuum chamber.
The light source in IBEX consists of a deuterium
lamp and monochromator coupled to one side of the
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Fig. 2 Photo of IBEX before the addition of multi-layer in-
sulation.
vacuum chamber. Light is generated by a McPherson
Model 632 deuterium lamp, which outputs a spectrum
that is broad and continuous in the regime of UV wave-
lengths above 165 nm used here. This light is passed to
the McPherson 234/302 monochromator with a 1200 g/mm
diffraction grating, which is capable of selecting wave-
lengths below 550 nm. The efficiency of the grating dif-
fers by <3% at 178 nm for the two polarization modes,
leaving the outgoing beam unpolarized. An exit slit at
the monochromator can be adjusted in size during op-
eration to vary the beam intensity. This system is spec-
ified to have a wavelength dispersion of 4 nm in full
width at half maximum per mm of width at the exit
slit. This was verified and the spectral shape determined
to be roughly Gaussian using a spectrometer for wave-
lengths above 200 nm [14]. The exit slit is adjusted to
compensate for changes both in lamp output when mea-
suring at wavelengths other than 178 nm as well as in
LXe purity. The maximum slit size used was 1.15 mm,
corresponding to <2 nm in wavelength resolution. Slit
size testing indicated no significant change in the beam
spatial profile across this range. The monochromator is
set to select 178 nm light, which then enters the main
vacuum space. An aluminum pipe of length 178 mm
and inner diameter 3.56 mm is mounted on the optical
breadboard in the vacuum chamber and placed in the
path of the incoming light to collimate it into a narrow
beam, which is aimed at normal incidence to the curved
face of the cylindrical fused silica cell.
Significant emphasis in the design phase of IBEX
was placed on the fused silica cell. It is made of Suprasil
310, a fused silica material which, according to spec-
ifications, transmits close to 90% of 178 nm light at
normal incidence with a thickness of 2 mm, including
both absorption in the material and reflection at the
boundaries. It has a height of 76 mm, with inner diam-
eter 42 mm and outer diameter 48 mm. Spring-loaded
PTFE o-rings are used to make the quartz-metal seals
at both ends of the cell. This design avoids introduction
of bolts crossing the length of the cell that would ob-
struct optical measurements. A spring couples the bot-
tom of the stainless steel column below the cell to the
optical breadboard, and can be tightened to hold the
assembly in place even when the column length varies
due to thermal contraction. The incident light is nor-
mal to the cell’s surface and the illuminated spot on the
sample axis is centered in the cylindrical cell to mini-
mize effects of refraction at the cell boundaries either
prior to or after reflection from the sample.
Light is detected by a Hamamatsu R6041-06 PMT,
sensitive in the wavelength range 160 nm to 650 nm. An
aluminum housing surrounds the PMT, with an aper-
ture restricting the light-sensitive area at its front to
improve resolution on the viewing angle and to reduce
backgrounds from stray light. The aperture is a cir-
cle with adjustable diameter set to 9.8 mm for sample
measurements, corresponding to a width of 4 degrees in
viewing angle from the PMT rotation axis.
Single photon pulse counting is performed on the
PMT signal by a series of NIM modules. First the sig-
nal is amplified, then sent to a discriminator, which pro-
duces a square pulse when the amplitude of the input
signal exceeds a threshold. The discriminator output
is amplified and fed to a ratemeter. The ratemeter out-
puts a voltage logarithmically proportional to the pulse
count rate; this output is digitized and converted to a
rate measurement. At each PMT position, 50 samples
of the ratemeter measurement are taken, from which
the median and standard deviation are recorded. Raw
digitized waveforms from the PMT and discriminator
outputs were analyzed to optimize the discriminator
threshold and to validate the linearity of the readout
scheme over pulse rates ranging from ∼100 Hz (the
scale of the typical PMT dark rate) to ∼MHz (the
scale of the maximum rates observed in measurements
of the incident intensity). Linearity was further verified
by demonstrating that reflectivity measurements of a
sample in vacuum at 100 kHz and 1 MHz incident pho-
ton rates agreed within uncertainty.
Gaseous xenon (GXe) is delivered to the appara-
tus via a gas panel, which includes a circulation pump,
heated zirconium getter, and additional chemical puri-
fiers. The inlet GXe tube is fed through the vacuum
chamber to a heat exchanger coupled to a pulse tube
4refrigerator (PTR). GXe condenses to LXe in the outer
volume of the heat exchanger, and drips to the bottom
of the central column below the fused silica cell. As
LXe continues to condense, the liquid level fills the cell
and eventually exceeds the height of a binary capacitive
level gauge above the cell. At this point the LXe fill is
considered complete. It is also possible to view the cell
directly through a viewport on the side of the cham-
ber, from which one can observe the liquid level if it is
in the cell or determine if the LXe is boiling or turbu-
lent. During measurements, the viewport is sealed with
a light-tight cap. The top of the column is connected
to the inner volume of the heat exchanger, from which
GXe is fed to an outlet at the top of the vacuum cham-
ber to recirculate through the gas panel. The gas panel
is described in greater detail in [15]. A Xe purity moni-
tor, the design of which is also described further in [15],
is attached to the column. However, due to failure of the
getter, purity was too poor to be measurable with the
purity monitor during this study. Relative purity can
instead be judged by transmission of UV light through
the LXe, and is observed not to have a significant effect
on measurements (Sec. 6).
Conditions of the xenon and vacuum spaces are mon-
itored and manipulated with a programmable logic con-
trol system. GXe pressure is measured at the vacuum
chamber outlet as well as at various spots on the gas
panel. It is the pressure at the vacuum chamber outlet,
above the surface of the LXe, that is reported alongside
BRIDF measurements in LXe. Resistance temperature
detectors measure the temperature at the PTR, the in-
ner and outer volumes of the heat exchanger, and on the
column below and above the fused silica cell and at the
level gauge location. The pressure of the vacuum cham-
ber is also monitored, as well as the capacitance of the
level gauge. To achieve or maintain desired conditions,
the user may adjust the power of heaters attached to
the PTR and heat exchanger, and the circulation pump
speed.
2.2 Alignment
Several components of the setup are fixed in place per-
manently and need be aligned only once prior to the
measurement campaign. The beam must be incident on
the samples along the axis of rotation; the light from
the monochromator must pass through the collimator;
and the PMT rotation axis, sample rotation axis, and
symmetry axis of the cell must all be coincident. Each
of these alignments have been tested and shown to be
stable between and during measurements.
Since the collimator determines the alignment of the
beam, aiming the beam at the sample rotation axis can
be accomplished regardless of light source. Using a laser
instead of the light from the deuterium lamp facilitates
the alignment as it does not require the slow process
of pumping out the chamber between adjustments of
the collimator position. To monitor the beam align-
ment to the sample rotation axis, a rectangular align-
ment sample with height equal to the 2.54 cm sample
diameter, but with much narrower width, is fabricated
from PTFE. It is placed vertically in the sample rack,
spanning the sample slot along its axis of rotation, and
preliminary alignment is achieved by adjusting the col-
limator position until an illuminated spot is visible on
the alignment sample. The alignment was further re-
fined by observing symmetry of the alignment sample’s
shadow when scanning the PMT behind it.
Once the collimator was aligned to the rotation axis
of the samples, the laser was removed and the monochro-
mator was aligned to the collimator. This alignment
need only suffice to achieve significant light transmis-
sion through the collimator. Measurements of the pho-
ton rate in the beam through the collimator were taken
following slight adjustments of the monochromator ori-
entation and position until it appeared that the pho-
ton rate is near maximal. The beam is also sufficiently
powerful at visible wavelengths to verify by eye that
light is passing through the monochromator, using the
viewport at the opposite end of the chamber. Since the
monochromator is coupled to the vacuum chamber with
a flexible bellows, it can be repositioned while the cham-
ber is at vacuum. After alignment of the monochroma-
tor, it was anchored firmly to the optics table.
The rotation stage is mounted to the optical bread-
board inside the vacuum chamber. The breadboard of-
fers both precise manipulation of the rotation stage as
well as a means to securely fix its position after align-
ment. The rotation stage has a bore at its center which
is similar in diameter to the width of the sample rack,
so by lowering the sample rack into the bore, a satis-
factory preliminary alignment between the PMT rota-
tion axis and sample rotation axis can be completed
by eye. This alignment is tested more precisely with
mirror measurements as discussed below. Mirror mea-
surements during the first LXe run and afterwards in
vacuum indicated misalignment of the rotation stage,
likely due to mistakenly bumping or otherwise shifting
it. Based on those measurements, the rotation stage
position was corrected slightly prior to the second LXe
run.
In order to avoid systematics due to refraction and
reflection at the boundaries of the fused silica cell, it is
desirable for the symmetry axis of the cylindrical cell
to be coincident with the sample rotation axis to which
the beam is aligned. The cell and the column it is at-
5tached to can be tilted from the top of the chamber by
adjustment of a bellows. Since the sample rack width
is close to the inner diameter of the flange at the top
of the cell, smooth rotation is only possible when the
sample rotation axis and cell symmetry axis are closely
aligned, and is therefore the benchmark of satisfactory
positioning of the cell. Further precision is difficult to
maintain as minor changes in the column orientation
occur due to thermal contraction when it is filled with
LXe. Misalignment of the beam with the cell results
in shifts of ∼ 4◦ in the beam position in LXe relative
to vacuum during power measurements, which are de-
scribed in Sec. 2.3.
Additional alignments that are relatively stable across
measurements, but were repeated at least once during
the course of the experiment, are the alignments of the
sample and PMT heights to the plane of incidence.
In order to maximize the portion of the beam that
strikes the sample, the sample height is set so that the
beam is incident on its equator. The alignment to the
equator of the sample relies on a feature of the sample
rack. The samples are recessed into the sample rack,
but near each sample’s equator, a notch is cut into the
face of the sample rack on either side of the sample.
This notch prevents obstruction of the sample by the
sample rack at values of θi and θr far from the sample
normal. By holding the sample at high incident angle,
a significant upwards step in intensity is observed when
the height of the notch matches the beam height. After
locating this height, a marking is made on the sample
transfer arm on the side exposed to atmosphere. This
procedure is repeated for each sample, resulting in a
set of four markings indicating the height to which the
sample transfer arm should be set during sample mea-
surements.
Analysis of the measurements described here as-
sumes that the PMT rotates in the plane of incidence,
i.e. φr = 0. To set the PMT height so that it is in this
plane, the aperture is narrowed to 2.3 mm in diame-
ter, the sample rack is lifted clear of the cell, and the
PMT is scanned about the location of the transmit-
ted beam. The PMT height is adjusted to the location
where the maximal incident photon rate is observed.
These measurements characterize the beam profile as
well as establishing that the PMT is within the plane
of incidence at this angle. In vacuum, the beam pro-
file is well-modelled as a radially symmetric Gaussian
with a width of σ = 0.9◦ with respect to the PMT ro-
tation axis. In LXe, power measurements as described
in Sec. 2.3 are consistent with the vertical width of the
beam being unchanged while the horizontal width is in-
creased by a factor of 1.7, a magnification expected due
to lensing at the interface with the cylindrical cell. To
verify that the PMT remains in the plane of incidence
when rotated to other angles, measurements of the rate
of photons reflected off a mirror in the sample rack are
taken and shown to be consistent at multiple incident
angles.
2.3 Power measurements
Power measurements of the unobstructed beam are taken
regularly, including each time the deuterium lamp is
turned on or the wavelength selected by the monochro-
mator is changed. For such measurements, the PMT
aperture is opened to the diameter of 9.8 mm used for
sample measurements, and the PMT is swept about
the incident beam in increments of 0.25◦ behind the
quartz cell with the sample rack lifted clear above the
beam. The maximum rate observed by the PMT is ex-
tracted from this measurement. Since the angular size
of the samples when viewed from the light source is
larger than that of the PMT aperture, it is possible for
more light to be incident on the sample during a mea-
surement than is captured by the PMT at any single
position during a power measurement. The maximum
rate observed during a power measurement is divided
by a correction factor to account for this light missing
the PMT aperture. The correction factor is equal to
the proportion of the integral of the beam profile mod-
els described in Sec. 2.2 that falls within the aperture.
In addition to providing the incident rate for normal-
ization of reflectance measurements, the position of the
maximal beam intensity is used to define the origin of
the absolute angular positions on the rotation stage. If
the beam is not at normal incidence to the cylindri-
cal cell, filling the cell with LXe alters the lensing of
the beam and changes the beam position observed in a
power measurement. Therefore these measurements are
also useful in checking the alignment of the beam to the
cell.
2.4 Mirror measurements
Reflectance measurements using a mirror are also regu-
larly applied to characterize the setup and calibrate the
sample incident angles, including each time the sam-
ple rack has been removed and reinserted. This is done
by determining the dial setting at which the reflected
beam appears at the expected specular viewing angle.
These measurements provide a powerful check against
any hard-to-model effects such as refraction in the LXe.
Such calibrations indicate that the uncertainty in inci-
dent angle achieved by reading the dial at the top of the
sample transfer arm is ∼2◦. Therefore in our analysis,
6each incident angle is allowed to float within ±2◦ in the
fits. The effect of this uncertainty on the fits is explored
further in Sec. 6.
Mirror measurements are also used to correct the
observed incident rate: at high incident angles, part of
the beam may miss the sample face, particularly in the
case of any misalignment between the beam and the
sample axis. To account for this effect, observed in a mi-
nority of datasets, the ratio of the mirror-reflected peak
rate at a given incident angle to that at low incident
angles (where the full beam hits the sample and no de-
pendence of the rate on angle is seen) is calculated. The
ratio versus incident angle is linearly interpolated be-
tween the measured angles, and the incident rate used
to normalize a sample measurement at a given incident
angle is divided by the corresponding ratio. Discrepan-
cies of less than 5% with the maximal rate in a set of
mirror measurements are ignored to avoid adding noise
to the incident rates.
For calibration of incident angle, mirror measure-
ments are performed at the wavelength of interest (typ-
ically 178 nm); the mirror reflectance appears specular
at all observed wavelengths. For the correction of inci-
dent rates, mirror measurements are taken at 400 nm,
since the total reflectivity of the mirror is degraded at
lower wavelengths.
2.5 Background measurements
Regular background measurements are used to subtract
out the effect of PMT dark count rate, light leaks into
the vacuum chamber, and light scattered at the cell in-
terface or in the LXe. To determine the background due
to light leaks and PMT dark rate, the beam is turned
off and the PMT is scanned through the full angle range
in which reflectivity measurements are taken. For each
reflectivity dataset, the dark background rate at each
viewing angle is subtracted from the measured count
rate at that angle. Additionally, beam background mea-
surements are collected with the beam transmitted through
the cell with no sample in place, again scanning the
PMT through the full angle range in which reflectivity
measurements are taken. The beam background mea-
surement versus PMT angle is then scaled by the rela-
tive beam intensity between the (dark rate-subtracted)
beam background measurement and the dataset and
subtracted from the measured count rate at the same
PMT position:
Rc(θr) = Rm(θr)−Rd − Φm
Φb
(Rb(θr)−Rd), (2)
where R(θr) is the PMT count rate versus viewing angle
for the corrected reflectivity measurement (Rc), uncor-
rected measurement (Rm), background (Rb), or dark
counts (Rd) and Φ is the power measurement from the
beam with no sample in place for the relevant dataset
(Sec. 2.3). In the case of most vacuum reflectivity mea-
surements, the dark background rate dominates and the
correction due to the beam background is ignored.
The correction in Eq. 2 does not account for the
change in scattered light caused by introducing the sam-
ple rack and sample into the beam path. However, for
most cases, the background rates measured have a mi-
nor effect on the fits, which is quantified further in
Sec. 6.
3 Reflectivity Model
The microphysical model used in this work for light re-
flected at the PTFE surface is based on [11,13], which
demonstrate that the model provides a faithful descrip-
tion of PTFE reflectivity in vacuum at UV wavelengths.
A brief explanation of this model follows. In general, the
total BRIDF % can be broken into its diffuse and spec-
ular components, %D and %S , respectively. A complete
description of the angular form of these components de-
pends on the microstructure of the surface and inhomo-
geneities of the bulk material, which are not practical
to map in detail. This necessitates the parameterization
of the material properties in aggregate, which suffices
when the material structure is adequately homogeneous
over the region illuminated by the incident light.
The approach taken here models the surface as a
series of microfacets with surface normals nˆ′ randomly
oriented according to a probability distribution func-
tion P (α), where α is the angle between the macrosur-
face normal nˆ and nˆ′ (Fig. 3). Primed angles (θ′i, θ′r) are
defined relative to nˆ′ rather than nˆ. It is assumed that
the arrangement of microfacets is isotropic, so that P is
independent of the azimuthal angle of the microfacet.
The distribution assumed here, originally formulated by
Trowbridge and Reitz [16] (though sometimes referred
to as the GGX model [17] in a computer graphics con-
text), is given by:
P (α; γ) =
γ2
pi cos4 α
(
γ2 + tan2 α
)2 , (3)
where γ parameterizes the surface roughness. A larger
γ describes a rougher surface and hence a wider dis-
tribution of microfacet angles. Alternative microfacet
angle distributions, such as that from Beckmann [18]
(further refined by Cook and Torrance [19]), were con-
sidered but gave a poorer description of preliminary
reflectivity measurements in vacuum in this work.
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Fig. 3 System of angles and directions. The angle α is de-
fined between the macrosurface normal nˆ and the local mi-
crofacet normal nˆ′. Primed angles are defined relative to nˆ′.
Following this model, the specular component is given
by:
%S(θi, θr, φr;n0/n, γ)
=
F (θ′i, n0/n) ·G(θi, θr, φr; γ) · P (αs; γ)
4 cos θi
. (4)
Here P (αs; γ) is evaluated at the microfacet angle αs
required for light incident at angle θi to be specularly
reflected into viewing angle θr. The term F (θ′i, n0/n) is
the Fresnel coefficient for reflection off PTFE of index
n submerged in a medium of index n0, while θ′i is the
incident angle relative to the microfacet at angle αs.
The shadowing and masking factor, G(θi, θr, φr; γ), ac-
counts for light that is blocked from reflection at high
incident or viewing angles due to microfacet protrusion.
It is calculated assuming the Trowbridge-Reitz micro-
facet distribution (Eq. 3) according to the shadowing
theory approximation by Smith [20], carried out in [17]:
G(θi, θr, φr; γ)
= Θ
(pi
2
− θ′i
)
Θ
(pi
2
− θ′r
)
G′(θi)G′(θr) (5)
G′(θ; γ) ≡ 2(
1 +
√
1 + γ2 tan2 θ
) (6)
Here Θ is the Heaviside step function. The geometri-
cal factor 1/(4 cos θi) in Eq. 4 ensures that the integral∫
P (α) sin θrdθrdφr is properly normalized, i.e. all light
is reflected into one viewing angle or another in the
limiting case F = G = 1. A more precise calculation
includes G in the integral to be normalized. However,
that integral has no analytic solution and this modifi-
cation has little effect on the overall shape of %S due
to G being very close to 1 at most angles, therefore the
approximation in Eq. 4 is used.
In the case of a particularly smooth surface, Eq. 4
may need to be modified to include a contribution from
the coherent reflection, or specular spike. Kirchoff the-
ory can be used to calculate the form of the coher-
ent reflection in the case of conductive boundary con-
ditions [18]. The limits of this approach are explored in
[21], and a modified empirical form that works well for
PTFE in vacuum is found in [12]. With this addition,
the specular component of the BRIDF has the form:
%S(θi, θr, φr;n0/n, γ,K)
= (1− Λ)F ·G · P
4 cos θi
+ Λ · F ·G · δ (θi − θr) · δ(φr), (7)
where Λ(θi, θr;K) = exp (−K(cos θi + cos θr)/2) and
the delta functions ensure that the incident and viewing
angles are the same, as required for specular reflection.
This specular spike component is included when the fit
to data is significantly improved by doing so, as is seen
for the smoother samples considered here.
The diffuse component, which comes from sub-surface
scattering of light by bulk inhomogeneities, is given by:
%D(θi, θr, φr; ρl, n0/n, γ)
=
ρl
pi
N (θi, θr, φr; γ) ·W (θi, θr;n0/n) cos θr. (8)
Here ρl is the diffuse albedo, related to the probability
that light which enters the bulk will scatter back to
the surface and exit, and (ρl/pi) cos θr is the standard
Lambertian term for an ideal diffuse reflector.
W = (1− F (θi, n0/n)) (1− F (θo, n/n0)) (9)
is the Wolff factor [22], which accounts for the Fresnel
coefficients at the entrance and exit of the interface,
and θo = sin−1(n0/n sin θr) is the exit angle required
for the light to be refracted into the final viewing angle
θr. The Oren-Nayar [23] term N (θi, θr, φr; γ) accounts
for the effects of surface roughness on the diffuse reflec-
tion, and involves an integral over both the microfacet
distribution, P , as well as the shadowing and mask-
ing factor, G. This integral is carried out analytically
for the case of the Trowbridge-Reitz distribution in [13]
and its form is used here:
N = G′(θi)G′(θr) (N0 − tan θi tan θr cosφrN ) (10)
N0 ≡ 1
1− γ2 −
γ2
1− γ2
arctanh
(√
1− γ2
)
√
1− γ2 (11)
N ≡ γ
2
2 (1− γ2) −
γ2 (2− γ2)
1− γ2
arctanh
(√
1− γ2
)
√
1− γ2 (12)
A deficiency of this model is the prediction of no dif-
fuse reflection when either of the global angles θi or θo
8is above the critical angle for total internal reflection,
which becomes important when modelling reflectance
into a medium of higher index than the PTFE, such as
LXe. This prediction fails due to the fraction of micro-
facets with normal nˆ′ such that θ′i (θ′o) relative to the
microfacet is below the critical angle, giving a non-zero
value for the corresponding Wolff term. A full account-
ing of these effects can be achieved by including W (as
well as P and G) into the integral performed to calcu-
late N , but this becomes analytically intractable and
cumbersome to evaluate numerically. The alternative
used here is to use the analytic form of N while calcu-
lating the incident (outgoing) part of W as a numerical
integral over P only when the relevant global angle is
beyond the critical angle. In practice, F is very nearly
a step function at the critical angle for the index ratios
n0/n found for PTFE in LXe, therefore the relevant
Wolff term is replaced by the fraction of microfacets
from P that would result in θ′i (θ′o) falling below the
critical angle for total internal reflection. This substi-
tution was found to have a minimal effect on the final
results.
The complete model is then given by:
% (θi, θr, φr; ρl, n0/n, γ) = %D + %S , (13)
where %D is defined by Eq. 8 and %S is defined by Eq. 4
(or Eq. 7 for samples exhibiting a specular spike). This
model has the advantage of giving a complete prediction
of the BRIDF at any incident or viewing angle, using
only three to four parameters to describe the material in
question: the diffuse albedo ρl, the index of refraction
n, the surface roughness γ, and optionally the specu-
lar spike normalization factor K. Hence, measurements
taken at a range of angles sufficient to constrain these
three parameters should allow for extrapolation to the
full hemisphere.
Due to the finite beam size and PMT aperture size,
the measured quantity in this work is not the BRIDF
but rather its integral over a range of incident and
viewing angles. To account for this, the model is av-
eraged over a 4◦ angular diameter circle in viewing an-
gles θr, φr, to match the shape of the PMT aperture.
A weighted average over incident angles θi following a
Gaussian profile with standard deviation σ = 2◦ is also
applied, to incorporate beam shape effects (Sec. 2). Nei-
ther of these averaging methods significantly affects the
shape of the reflectivity model unless a specular spike
is observed, in which case its delta function shape is
appropriately convolved with these averaging shapes.
In such cases, the observed shape of the specular spike
is well described by these nominal dimensions, without
the need for a separate, independent fit parameter.
4 Data Taking
4.1 Samples
To judge the effects of material type and surface prepa-
ration on reflectivity, a total of seven PTFE samples
were measured in both vacuum and LXe. An additional
Spectralon diffuse reflectance standard from Labsphere
Incorporated was used for calibration (vacuum only).
All samples were from molded PTFE powder. Some
powder materials were chosen for direct comparison
with the results of total reflectance measurements in
LXe from [10], including 807NX and NXT85 from Ap-
plied Plastics Technology and a sample of the material
used in the LUX detector [1], molded 8764 PTFE from
Technetics of an unknown powder material. These ma-
terials were found to have an estimated total reflectiv-
ity of >95% [10,7]. Other samples were made from M17
and M18 PTFE powder from Daikin. M17 is the mate-
rial used as a reflector in the LZ dark matter detector
for both the outer skin region and the inner field cage
[24].
All but three samples were prepared by machining
the raw PTFE material into 2.54 cm diameter disks,
with the surface to be measured carefully finished on a
lathe for smoothness. This was found to provide a more
uniform surface than milling. The sample of LUX ma-
terial was taken directly from the LUX time projection
chamber without further machining of the surface to be
measured. One of the remaining samples was made from
M17 cut to a thickness of 1 mm by the manufacturer by
skiving. This sample is thus identical in both material
and surface cut to the PTFE used to tile the inside of
the LZ skin region [24]. The final sample, made from
M18, was machined on a lathe but subsequently pol-
ished with polishing paper of successively smaller grit
sizes, down to 1 µm, until achieving a mirror polish by
eye.
These samples were approximately 5 mm thick, with
the exception of the skived M17 sample (1 mm). This
is expected to be sufficiently thick for the reflectivity
to be independent of thickness [25]. Preliminary mea-
surements were performed with the samples submerged
in mineral oil to gauge the effect of a medium with
refractive index closer to that of the samples. Prior to
measurement in vacuum, all samples were cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath of ethanol to remove surface contami-
nants. Further handling was done using gloved hands,
to maintain cleanliness.
Samples were marked on the back side to ensure the
same orientation in the sample rack for repeated mea-
surements. Care was taken to ensure the location of the
beam on the sample was the same for each measurement
9to within 2.5 mm, to minimize any systematic effects of
reflectivity variation with position on the sample.
4.2 Data Taking Conditions
For each sample, measurements were taken across a
range of θi and θr, chosen to fully constrain the model
parameters. To avoid the effect of shadowing of the re-
flected light by the edge of the sample rack, the maxi-
mum θr for measurement is 85◦. Unless otherwise noted,
the monochromator was set to 178 nm for data taking.
Measurements in LXe were taken over three runs of
Xe fill and recovery, which primarily differed by the set
of samples in the sample rack and the LXe purity (as
judged by absorption at UV wavelengths). The same
range of θi and θr was used as in vacuum for direct
comparison. Many datasets show a sharply decreasing
BRIDF above θr = 80◦; this is believed to be related to
shadowing from the edge of the sample rack, a similar
effect to that in vacuum, but exaggerated in LXe due
to a small lensing effect of the cell (Sec. 6). For this
reason, fits to the data are restricted to θr < 80◦ in
LXe.
Initial operating conditions were chosen to prevent
bubbling in the LXe cell (as judged by observation
through a side viewport) through rapid Xe circulation.
The corresponding heat load caused a steady increase
in Xe temperature and pressure. It was later discovered
that Xe pressure has a much stronger effect on the re-
flectivity measurements than bubbling (Sec. 6). Because
of this, most measurements are taken at a stable Xe
pressure with some bubbling, though some early mea-
surements instead prevent bubbling but vary in pres-
sure from one dataset to the next.
4.3 Fitting
Data at low incident angle primarily constrain the dif-
fuse component and hence ρl while the specular peak
prominent at larger incident angles constrains γ (pri-
marily through its width) and nPTFE through the peak’s
magnitude, position, and shape. Fit parameters are found
by minimizing the χ2 of the model (Sec. 3) with respect
to the combined dataset at all θi and θr for any given
sample and measurement time. This is done with an
adaptive gradient descent algorithm, which was found
to outperform a simple grid search in both speed and fit
quality. Fitting in LXe assumes an index of refraction of
nLXe = 1.69 [26]; only the ratio nPTFE/nLXe is observ-
able in IBEX, hence deviations from nLXe = 1.69, as
for example when changing the LXe pressure (Sec. 5.2)
are absorbed in the estimate of nPTFE.
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Fig. 4 Fitted BRIDF data for M17 skived sample in vacuum
at 178 nm. Error bars are dominated by systematic errors
(Sec. 6) and should not be considered independent.
5 Results
5.1 Vacuum Measurements
An example fitted dataset in vacuum is shown in Fig. 4.
The error bars shown are a quadrature sum of statistical
error (see Sec. 2), constant estimated background sub-
traction uncertainty, and proportional error from beam
intensity uncertainties. Because systematic effects dom-
inate this error, the errors from one data point to the
next should not be considered independent. A more de-
tailed quantification of the systematic errors and their
effects on extracted parameters is given in Sec. 6.
The primary features of the data shown in Fig. 4 are
representative of those seen on all samples. At low θr,
the diffuse component dominates, and decreases slightly
with θi as more of the incident light is reflected at the
surface rather than entering the bulk where it can scat-
ter. A clear peak is seen at the specular angle for each
θi, with a magnitude that steadily increases with θi
due to the higher Fresnel factor. Some of the smoother
samples also show signs of a sharper peak at the high-
est θi values, due to the presence of coherent reflection
(Sec. 3).
A summary of the model fit parameters for vacuum
measurements at 178 nm is given in Tab. 1. These re-
sults can be compared to fits using the same model
from [11,12,13]. A notable difference in the fits here
is the consistently larger γ values: 0.076-0.167 here as
compared to a range of 0.049-0.066 in [12], indicating
rougher surfaces in this work. Albedos here tend to be
slightly larger, though there is a wide range of values:
0.64-0.91 here versus 0.63-0.74 in [12]. Across samples,
there is a mild anticorrelation between ρl and γ, match-
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Table 1 Fit results in vacuum at 178 nm. ρl is the diffuse albedo, nPTFE is the PTFE refractive index, γ is the surface
roughness, and K governs the specular spike normalization (Sec. 3).
Sample ρl nPTFE γ K
LUX 8764 0.64 ± 0.032 1.39 ± 0.067 0.127 ± 0.011 –
M17 0.78 ± 0.099 1.59 ± 0.059 0.157 ± 0.010 10.9 ± 0.14
M18 0.89 ± 0.046 1.59 ± 0.023 0.167 ± 0.002 13.9 ± 0.36
NXT85 0.89 ± 0.070 1.59 ± 0.038 0.116 ± 0.007 11.2 ± 0.86
807NX 0.91 ± 0.046 1.66 ± 0.049 0.148 ± 0.002 –
M18 polished 0.91 ± 0.049 1.54 ± 0.096 0.076 ± 0.012 3.6 ± 1.03
M17 skived 0.73 ± 0.099 1.70 ± 0.044 0.118 ± 0.004 8.0 ± 1.20
ing a similar (if somewhat stronger) finding in [11]. This
suggests that smoother surfaces have improved diffuse
reflectivity. Due to a partial degeneracy in the fits be-
tween nPTFE and γ for the vacuum measurements (70-
80% correlation) and an overall weaker dependence of
the Fresnel factor on nPTFE in vacuum, it is more dif-
ficult to gauge the PTFE index than in LXe. However,
the range of values observed in the fits is comparable
to those observed in prior work.
5.2 Baseline LXe Measurements
An example fitted dataset for PTFE immersed in LXe
is shown in Fig. 5. The larger error bars here compared
to in vacuum come from a larger background subtrac-
tion uncertainty due to stronger reflections at the en-
trance to the cell (Sec. 2.5). These measurements in
LXe share several key features across all samples. First,
there are several signs that indicate nPTFE < nLXe, in
which case the Fresnel factor, F , behaves similarly to a
step function at the critical angle for total internal re-
flection (Fig. 6). There is no clear specular peak below
θi ∼ 60◦, while at higher θi there is a dramatic rise in
the specular component with a corresponding drop in
the diffuse component. The specular peak is also shifted
above the nominal specular angle (θr = θi) for curves
at θi = 60◦ and 67◦, which are near the critical angle.
This last phenomenon is due to the sharp rising edge of
F for reflection off the local microfacet being at a larger
angle than the nominal specular angle, suppressing the
specular peak until higher viewing angles.
A second, unexpected feature of the data is a rela-
tively long tail for the specular peak for θr < θpeak; this
cannot be adequately captured by alternative forms of
the microfacet distribution function P , as they cannot
undo the sharply-rising edge of F . Instead, a modifica-
tion to F that smooths out this edge is required.
Several such modifications were considered, includ-
ing using a uniform range of indices nPTFE as well as
positing empirical sigmoid functions for F . The model
which showed the best agreement with data was a Gaus-
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Fig. 5 Fitted BRIDF data for M17 skived sample in 0.2 barg
LXe at 178 nm. Error bars are dominated by systematic er-
rors (Sec. 6) and should not be considered independent. A
Gaussian distribution of refractive indices is used for a better
fit to the data.
sian distribution of indices, with the width σn left as an
additional free parameter in the fits. This is the model
used in all fits to the data in LXe. A comparison of the
local Fresnel factor with and without this range of in-
dices is given in Fig. 6. Possible physical explanations
for this, such as the different phases of PTFE giving rise
to a range of refractive indices, are explored in Sec. 5.4.
A summary of the model fit parameters for LXe
measurements at 178 nm is given in Tab. 2. With the
exception of the M18 polished sample, including the
specular spike of Eq. 7 had a minimal effect on prelim-
inary fits, hence the simpler Eq. 4 is used. Albedos in
LXe do not show a consistent increase over the corre-
sponding values in vacuum when considering all sam-
ples, though the smoothest samples (M17 skived and
M18 polished) do show evidence of such an increase.
The mild anticorrelation between γ and ρl seen in vac-
uum measurements is also evident in LXe, most notably
when comparing the M18 polished and unpolished sam-
ples. Due to the clear turn-on of the specular peaks
near θi = 60◦, nPTFE can be constrained quite tightly,
and appears consistent across samples, with vacuum
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Table 2 Fit results in LXe at 178 nm. LXe pressures during data taking were 0.78 barg for LUX 8764, 0.79-0.85 barg for
M18, 0.39 barg for M18 polished, and 0.2 barg for all other samples. Fits assume nLXe = 1.69. *Only the M18 polished sample
requires a specular spike term, with parameter K = 5± 1.38.
Sample ρl nPTFE σn γ
LUX 8764 0.63 ± 0.060 1.58 ± 0.045 0.08 ± 0.045 0.15 ± 0.026
M17 0.72 ± 0.087 1.55 ± 0.015 0.08 ± 0.031 0.21 ± 0.027
M18 0.77 ± 0.052 1.57 ± 0.027 0.07 ± 0.014 0.17 ± 0.038
NXT85 0.77 ± 0.047 1.575 ± 0.009 0.078 ± 0.003 0.11 ± 0.012
807NX 0.74 ± 0.062 1.57 ± 0.028 0.10 ± 0.022 0.18 ± 0.033
M18 polished* 0.91 ± 0.054 1.58 ± 0.018 0.063 ± 0.007 0.081 ± 0.006
M17 skived 0.76 ± 0.050 1.58 ± 0.017 0.063 ± 0.004 0.11 ± 0.014
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Fig. 6 Fresnel factor for specular reflection relative to the
local microfacet versus viewing angle. Dashed curves use a
single refractive index ratio (nPTFE = 1.57, nLXe = 1.69),
resulting in a sharp turn-on near the critical angle for total
internal reflection. Solid curves use a Gaussian range of in-
dices, with Gaussian width σn = 0.07. This leads to a more
gradual transition near the critical angle.
measurements in rough agreement. γ is also consistent
between vacuum and LXe measurements on the same
sample.
5.3 LXe Pressure Dependence
The effects of LXe pressure were also studied by taking
reflectivity measurements at a range of stable pressures.
These measurements showed a consistent suppression
of the specular peak with increasing pressure at inci-
dence angles of θi ≥ 52◦, with the strongest effect near
60◦. Initial tests included power measurements at each
new stable pressure, which required resetting the sam-
ple angle using the rotation feedthrough each time. This
introduces a potential systematic from the repeatabil-
ity of setting the sample angle, to which the data are
particularly sensitive near the critical angle for total
internal reflection.
To avoid this, further measurements were taken with
the rotation feedthrough fixed at all pressures, with the
power measurement done before and after to bound the
level of variation in the incident beam. One such test is
shown in Fig. 7. The specular peak for the M17 skived
sample at θi = 60◦ shows a decrease of ∼25% at the
highest pressure achieved of 1.34 barg relative to that
at 0.2 barg. Decreases of ∼25% were also observed for
the 807NX and M17 turned samples for θi = 60◦.
This effect can be fully explained by the change in
index of refraction of the LXe as its density varies with
pressure. Prior measurements have been made of the
LXe index at a range of optical wavelengths both at
the triple point of -0.18 barg and at 178 K, correspond-
ing to a pressure of 1.01 barg [27]. These data can be
extrapolated to 178 nm using the Sellmeier equation as
in [28], with different coefficients at the two measured
pressures. This corresponds to a decrease in index of
∼0.015 at the higher of these two pressures. To extend
this to the pressures used here of 0.2-1.34 barg, one can,
at first order, scale this index difference by the relative
change in LXe density at these pressures, to get 0.019.
Fitting the data in Fig. 7 at 0.2 barg and then ad-
justing the LXe index by 0.019 while keeping all other
model parameters fixed reproduces the decrease in the
specular peak while leaving the shape relatively un-
changed. The cause of this decrease in the model can be
attributed to the shift in critical angle for total internal
reflection due to a change in LXe index, which in turn
causes a decrease in the Fresnel factor (see Fig. 6). The
magnitude of the effect estimated from this procedure
(44% of the 0.2 barg peak height) is somewhat larger
than that seen in the data. However, a similar analysis
can be done using data at a wider range of incident an-
gles for both low and high pressure, to better constrain
the model parameters than can be done using a sin-
gle angle. These fits show a difference in nLXe of 0.018,
in good agreement with the change in index estimated
above. All other fitted parameters are equal within er-
rors between the datasets at different pressures. The
model with this change in nLXe also matches the smaller
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Fig. 7 Dependence of specular peak at θi = 60◦ on LXe
pressure for the M17 skived sample at 178 nm. Sample angle is
fixed throughout, to avoid systematic uncertainties from the
procedure to set θi. The observed reduction in the specular
peak with increased pressure is believed to be caused by the
slightly lower LXe refractive index, which shifts the critical
angle for total internal reflection up. Error bars are statistical
only.
drop in the specular peak at 67◦ and 75◦ seen in the
data.
Two additional checks were performed to support
this interpretation. First, reflectivity measurements with
fixed sample angle were repeated for both increasing
and decreasing pressure, to check for effects from an
unrelated time dependence. In both cases, the specular
peak was larger for lower pressures, consistent with the
changing index interpretation. Lastly, as a final check
against the possibility of alignment changes as a result
of pressure adjustment, the same test was performed
using a mirror at θi = 60◦ in place of a PTFE sample,
which provides the most sensitive check of the align-
ment as it preserves the narrow incident beam shape.
This showed changes in the reflected peak height of
<5%, well below the size of the pressure effect at 60◦.
5.4 Measurements at Other Wavelengths
Further measurements of reflectivity at wavelengths other
than 178 nm were performed using the M17 skived sam-
ple immersed in LXe (Fig. 8). Fit parameters are pre-
sented in Tab. 3. These indicate a substantial drop in
diffuse reflectance at 165 nm, likely due to the pres-
ence of a PTFE absorption peak near 161 nm [29].
At longer wavelengths, the diffuse reflectance is rela-
tively flat, with a slight peak near 300 nm. This peak
was also observed in the vacuum measurements of the
same sample. It was further duplicated in calibrated to-
tal reflectance measurements of this sample performed
by Labsphere Incorporated in vacuum at wavelengths
above 250 nm using an integrating sphere (more de-
tails in Sec. 5.5). Prior measurements of PTFE reflec-
tivity in vacuum [11] did not indicate such a feature.
Therefore, it may be sample-specific, possibly related
to fluorescence from trace impurities in the PTFE [30].
The best fit albedo at 400 nm appears lower than at
other wavelengths, but the error is substantially higher
due to increased uncertainty from background subtrac-
tion, as there is significantly more stray light for visible
wavelengths.
The fitted PTFE refractive index drops with in-
creasing wavelength from 165 nm to 300 nm, as ex-
pected due to the UV absorption peak at 161 nm. It
then appears to increase above 300 nm, a feature also
observed with low significance in vacuum measurements
of the same sample as well as in prior work [11].
A particularly striking difference for the 165 nm
data is the broad nature of the specular peaks, captured
in the model by a large range of indices, σn. A possible
explanation for this is the finite range of wavelengths
exiting the monochromator (Sec. 2), with σλ = 1.5 nm
for the 165 nm measurements. However, this is insuffi-
cient to explain the range of indices seen if only con-
sidering the change in nLXe with wavelength, using the
Sellmeier equation and prior LXe index measurements
as explained in Sec. 5.2. nPTFE is expected to change
even more strongly with wavelength in this region, due
to the absorption peak near 161 nm. To account for this,
the PTFE indices from Tab. 3 were fit to the Sellmeier
equation with a single absorption line at 161 nm:
nPTFE(λ) =
√
(a0 + aUV λ2) / (λ2 − λ20), (14)
where a0 and aUV are fit parameters and λ0 = 161 nm.
Though Eq. 14 does allow for a broader index range,
it is still insufficient to fully explain the σn values from
the fits. This remains true for slight variants in the
Sellmeier fit such as adjusting λ0 and excluding the
visible wavelength measurements of nPTFE. To match
the value of σn from fitting at 165 nm (178 nm), it
is required to increase the wavelength range σλ by a
factor of ∼5 (∼10), suggesting a different physical ori-
gin for this effect. A possible alternative explanation is
PTFE’s composition of both amorphous and crystalline
phases, which have measurably different refractive in-
dices in the visible wavelength range [31,32]. The model
in vacuum is relatively insensitive to adding a spread
in indices σn, making the measurements here unable to
distinguish this possibility.
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Fig. 8 Fitted BRIDF data for the M17 skived sample immersed in LXe at other wavelengths. Error bars are dominated by
systematic errors (Sec. 6) and should not be considered independent.
Table 3 Fit results in LXe at a range of wavelengths on the M17 skived sample at 0.2 barg. Values for nLXe are calculated
using the Sellmeier equation as explained in the text and are not fit parameters.
Wavelength ρl nLXe nPTFE σn γ
165 nm 0.22 ± 0.067 1.901 1.92 ± 0.061 0.29 ± 0.056 0.15 ± 0.018
178 nm 0.76 ± 0.050 1.690 1.58 ± 0.017 0.063 ± 0.004 0.11 ± 0.014
220 nm 0.74 ± 0.049 1.504 1.444 ± 0.009 0.03 ± 0.051 0.083 ± 0.005
300 nm 0.94 ± 0.089 1.430 1.44 ± 0.136 0.08 ± 0.050 0.11 ± 0.018
400 nm 0.60 ± 0.178 1.404 1.54 ± 0.013 0.13 ± 0.050 0.138 ± 0.007
5.5 Extrapolated Reflectance
All reflectivity measurements were taken in the plane
of incidence. However, the model presented in Sec. 3
allows for extrapolation of these measurements to the
full hemisphere. This enables an estimation of the hemi-
spherical reflectance of any given sample as a function
of the angle of incidence of incoming light through nu-
merical integration of the BRIDF in Eq. 13:
R (θi) =
∫
1
G
% (θi, θr, φr) sin θrdθrdφr. (15)
Here the shadowing and masking factor G is removed
from the BRIDF, to account for the fact that shadowed
or masked light may ultimately be reflected.
An example of R (θi), calculated for the M18 pol-
ished sample in vacuum and in LXe, is given in Fig. 9.
The reflectance versus incident angle remains fairly con-
stant up to ∼60◦ in both vacuum and LXe, and is domi-
nated by the diffuse component throughout that range.
At higher angles in LXe, the specular component begins
to dominate and the total reflectivity increases, near-
ing 100%, as total internal reflection becomes relevant.
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Fig. 9 Hemispherical reflectance versus incident angle for
the M18 polished sample in vacuum and in 0.2 barg LXe at
178 nm. Extrapolation is done using the BRIDF model de-
scribed in Sec. 3 and best fit parameters for each dataset.
The specular and diffuse components are separated for illus-
tration. Uncertainties on the total reflectance range from 11%
at low angles up to 18% at 85◦, with further details in the
text.
This transition is smoothed out due to both the surface
roughness and the range of refractive indices used. In
vacuum, the specular component is less suppressed at
low θi than in LXe due to the larger index mismatch.
This sample is believed to best match the smooth sur-
face of the molded PTFE used for the inner reflectors of
a LXe TPC such as LZ [24], though other samples with
rougher surfaces showed somewhat lower reflectances
(Sec. 5.2).
Uncertainties on this total reflectance come from er-
rors on the numerical integration (significant only near
θi = 90
◦, causing the estimated total reflectance to ex-
ceed 1.0) and comparison with calibrated reflectance
measurements performed by Labsphere Incorporated.
For this comparison, three of the samples used here were
sent to Labsphere for measurement in an integrating
sphere at wavelengths from 250 nm up through the en-
tire visible range. In this setup, the sample is put inside
of a highly reflective sphere; light incident at 8◦ from the
normal reflects off the sample, then undergoes a series of
reflections off the enclosure walls until escaping through
an exit aperture. The total light exiting the aperture
is compared against similar measurements from a cali-
brated standard of known reflectance to gauge the sam-
ple’s reflectance. The calibrated values were compared
to that from Eq. 15 for θi = 8◦ using data in vacuum at
select wavelengths in the same range. The extrapolated
model showed a systematic bias toward lower values of
8% on average, with an RMS difference between the two
measures of 11%. This 11% provides a rough estimate
of the uncertainty on the hemispherical reflectance, in-
creasing to 18% at the highest angles when combined
with numerical integration errors.
As an additional cross check, a Spectralon diffuse re-
flectance standard from Labsphere, calibrated to 97%
reflectance in the visible, was also measured in IBEX in
vacuum at different stages of data taking. These mea-
surements showed some evidence of degradation over
time, which was confirmed by a subsequent recalibra-
tion by Labsphere, indicating a drop to∼87% at 400 nm.
Their standard washing and sanding procedure, designed
to restore the surface, improved this value to 96%. The
cause of this degradation is unknown, but may also lead
to a reduced reflectance of other samples measured.
The fact that the sample with the lowest reflectance
(LUX 8764) was also handled the most and its sur-
face prepared first further supports the possibility of
reflectance degradation over time.
6 Systematics
Potential sources of systematic uncertainty on the re-
flectivity measurements were investigated, with their
effect on the extracted fit parameters quantified where
possible. For those systematics with an independent
constraint, each fit parameter’s uncertainty is given by
its change between the best fit value and the ±1 σ vari-
ation on the systematic.
One such systematic comes from uncertainty on the
incident beam intensity, due to fluctuations over time
(∼ 2%) and uncertainties related to the beam profile.
As noted in Sec. 2.3, the full beam does not enter the
PMT aperture during a power measurement, requiring
a correction of the beam intensity according to the mod-
eled beam profile. The uncertainty on this correction
translates directly into a scaling of the reflected inten-
sities.
Uncertainty in the background from scattered light
also primarily affects ρl, as the count rates near the
specular viewing angle are orders of magnitude larger
than the background. This is most notable in LXe mea-
surements with poor Xe purity which require high beam
intensity incident at the entrance to the cell. The back-
ground subtraction procedure described in Sec. 2.5 cor-
rects for this, but an additional scaling factor in the
background profile is introduced to account for changes
between background measurements. Fits spanning the
range of these scaling factors are then used to judge the
variation on the fit parameters.
For systematics where an independent constraint
was not available, parameter uncertainties are quan-
tified by adjusting the model (or data, as appropriate)
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according to a change in the systematic, then dividing
the change in each fit parameter by the square root
of the change in the reduced χ2 to get the 1σ uncer-
tainty. This assumes that the χ2 profile for each fit pa-
rameter is quadratic in the relevant systematic. These
systematics are then summed in quadrature, including
the constrained systematics, to get the final parameter
uncertainties.
Of these systematics, one of the most significant is
the ±2◦ uncertainty on each of the incident angles, θi
(Sec. 2.4). This is accounted for by comparing the com-
bination of θi shifts that provides the best fit with the
case of no shifts. The determination of correct incident
angles in vacuum is typically straightforward due to the
specular peak aligning with the mirror reflection an-
gle. In LXe, specular peak shifts add complexity which
translates primarily to increased uncertainty on nPTFE
from this systematic.
A further unconstrained systematic is present for
the few datasets which showed evidence of the incident
beam being masked by the sample rack (Sec. 2.4). In
these cases, the χ2 comparison was done between the
case with beam intensity scaled for high θi according to
mirror measurements and without this scaling. For LXe
measurements, an additional systematic compares fits
with the Gaussian range of indices described in Sec. 5.2
to that with a single index, primarily to quantify any
possible bias on nPTFE from this change in model as
compared with vacuum. By necessity, there is no cor-
responding error on σn, as the single index model does
not include this parameter.
Additional systematics specific to operation in LXe
were considered and found to have negligible effect on
the data. Refraction at the entrance and exit of the
cell, for rays not entering or exiting perfectly normal to
the cell surface, was minimal and accounted for by the
mirror angle calibration. Absorption in the LXe or the
cell is accounted for in the power measurements, as the
path length through each is the same whether passing
directly through or reflecting off a sample. As confirma-
tion of this, for the third run in LXe, during which the
purity as judged by UV transmission worsened notice-
ably over time, measurements did not show any changes
beyond what is quantified in the background subtrac-
tion systematic above. Scattering in the LXe is also
accounted for, through background subtraction mea-
surements. Lastly, the presence of bubbles in the LXe
passing through the plane of incidence had no notice-
able effect on reflectivity measurements, as judged by
initial tests during operation with and without bubbles
present.
A remaining systematic that could not be rigorously
quantified was the possibility of changes in reflectivity
over time. This was studied by measuring some sam-
ples during various stages of data collection in both
LXe and vacuum, and across a range of LXe purities.
Comparisons of vacuum measurements before and after
measurement in LXe suggest mild evidence of an in-
crease in diffuse reflectivity from LXe exposure. There
is also some indication of increasing albedo over time
within the second LXe run, the longest of the three,
lasting for two weeks. This could be caused by gradual
removal of trace contaminants from the PTFE due to
the detergent properties of LXe. However, this is dif-
ficult to disentangle with changes in pressure and the
effects of decreasing LXe purity over time, requiring
increased incident light intensity and correspondingly
higher background from stray reflections at the cell. In
this limited study, the increase over time appears at a
similar size to the background subtraction systematic
error. Further research is needed to determine whether
this effect is real or due to correlated systematics. Be-
cause of this, parameter estimates in Tab. 1-3 are from
single measurements.
7 Discussion and Conclusion
IBEX has measured the angular dependence of PTFE
reflectivity in liquid xenon. These measurements indi-
cate a strong dependence on incident angle, deviating
from purely diffuse reflection. In particular, total inter-
nal reflection is observed for high angles of incidence, re-
sulting in a specular component that dominates the re-
flectivity at these high angles and provides an enhance-
ment in hemispherical reflectance when compared with
equivalent measurements in vacuum. Near the critical
incident angle for total internal reflection, the specular
peak shows a high sensitivity to Xe pressure. This is
readily explained by the change in Xe index of refrac-
tion with the density, and does not lead to a significant
change in total reflectance for the majority of the range
of possible incident angles.
The onset of total internal reflection is observed to
be a more gradual function of viewing angle than ex-
pected for a single ratio of refractive indices at the
LXe-PTFE boundary. Modeling the index ratio as a
Gaussian distribution rather than a single value gives
a good fit to the data, and may be explained by mul-
tiple phases of the PTFE. Xe bubble formation at the
Xe-PTFE boundary (in principle an explanation for the
high observed PTFE reflectivity) is disfavored, as the
large difference in index between Xe gas and PTFE or
LXe would result in a secondary specular peak which
is not observed.
There is some tension with prior measurements which
indicate a higher total reflectance than observed here
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[10,7]. There are several possible sources of this discrep-
ancy. First, the sample surface preparation is different,
with generally rougher surfaces in this work. This is
likely relevant due to the observed negative correlation
between albedo and surface roughness. Surface degra-
dation, seen here in a calibrated reference sample, may
also play a role, and may result from trace contamina-
tion. A broader wavelength distribution for LXe scin-
tillation light as compared to the light source used in
IBEX is expected to shift the average refractive index
somewhat and may also affect the albedo. Fluorescence
of the PTFE in the visible, due to impurities, has been
observed in prior work [33,34,30] and may differ be-
tween this and other setups. In particular, an enclosed
PTFE geometry such as those in [10,7] may enhance
fluorescence effects [35,36].
Lastly, direct comparison across geometries is dif-
ficult due to the observed dependence of reflectivity
on incident angle, which creates a partial degeneracy
between the angular distribution of incident light and
the total surface reflectivity. For geometries support-
ing multiple reflections, this degeneracy extends to the
reflected light distribution as well. The observed phe-
nomenon of total internal reflection will concentrate
light toward higher incident angles. It is therefore in-
adequate to assume a purely diffuse PTFE reflectivity
model in Xe detectors. Future work incorporating a re-
alistic distribution of incident angles along with BRIDF
measurements presented here is required to accurately
simulate light propagation in such detectors. Additional
studies of PTFE fluorescence in this context, and of
possible effects of extended LXe exposure on the PTFE
BRIDF, will help further understanding of the light col-
lection of Xe detectors.
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